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Abstract 
 
The negation of the Diaspora, its culture, and its language, Yiddish, was a central part of the                 
Zionist effort to define a new, “normal” national culture—a Hebrew one. This process of              
negation and substitution was very often expressed as a historically predetermined one: as             
though the “natural” course of events demanded this evolutionary development in which            
Diaspora and Yiddish culture would die as the national Hebrew culture was revived. This              
article considers, on the one hand, the mournful discourse employed by the Hebrew national              
poet H. N. Bialik, a discourse that tried to come to terms with the unbearably natural fact of                  
life that is the death of a loved one and offer solace in the form of the promise of an afterlife for                      
Yiddish in the Hebrew national culture. On the other hand, this article contrasts Bialik's              
position with the works of Jacob Steinberg, Bialik's supposed poetic heir. This article reads              
Steinberg's refusal to mourn the passing of Yiddish and his inconsolable melancholia as a              
critique of Zionist national politics and aesthetics—a critique that offers no alternative, only             
condemnation. 
 

I. The Plague of Multiple Tongues 

The question of the emancipation and modernization of Jews in Eastern Europe            
was, to a large extent, a question of language. The significant change demanded of the               1

1 Dan Miron, “S.Y. Abramovitsh beyn yidish le-’ivrit: omanut neshimah ‘bishnei haniḥirayim,’” in ‘Itot shel               
shinui: sifruyot yehudiyot ba-tekufah ha-modernit: kovets ma’amarim li-khvodo shel Dan Miron,           
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Jewish population in modernity turned, arguably, on the resolution of what the poet             
Hayyim Naḥman Bialik called “the plague of multiple tongues.” Reformers,          2

intellectuals, and activists argued for the transformation of the special trifecta of            
languages spoken or used by East European Jews—the local language of Russian, Polish,             
or Ukrainian; Hebrew; and Yiddish—into a “normal” and “healthy” monolinguistic          
national existence. Political debates of the time often focused on placing assimilation            3

into the local language in opposition to the embrace of one of two nationalist              
possibilities: Zionism and Yiddishism. Debates seemed to force a choice between the            
languages. This choice was particularly important for the Yiddish language. While           
Hebrew seemed to be secure in its place by force of tradition and affiliation with the                
Zionist nationalist project, Yiddish became the heart of an identity crisis. Yiddish was             4

the metonymy representing Jewishness/being Jewish, a signifier trailing a long list of            
other signifiers such as exile, passivity, smallness, femininity, mimicry, disorder, or           
traditionalism. These signifiers, whether they were perceived as positive or negative,           
were also perceived to be characteristics that needed to disappear in order for the “zhid”               
to become a modern citizen. Although many Hebrew authors of the period—the first             
decades of the twentieth century—also wrote in Yiddish, they eventually felt it was             
necessary to choose and then remain committed to Hebrew. The choice was understood             
as a profoundly existential one. As a result these authors created a discourse that would               
legitimize their political act of choosing Hebrew. 

In this article I will read the discourse surrounding this choice as the expression              
of the work of mourning, in the Freudian sense. These writers participate in a discourse               
whose goal was to render the loss of the world of Yiddish understandable; to advocate               
for a process that would give the passing away, but also the staying behind and moving                
ahead, a positive meaning, in spite of the sense of loss. I will contrast this discourse with                 
a parallel refusal to mourn the Yiddish language and a deep melancholia in the poetry of                
Jacob Steinberg. 

II. Jacob Steinberg, or the Jeweler 

Jacob Steinberg (1886–1947) was a prominent poet, author, and critic both in            
Hebrew and in Yiddish and an integral part of the burgeoning literary scenes of Odessa               
and Warsaw. As a young poet he was crowned by H. N. Bialik as one of the national                  
poet’s successors, together with Zalman Shneur and Yaakov Cahan. But often forgotten            5

or ignored is that, in addition to his prominent place in the sphere of Hebrew poetry,                
Steinberg was also an important Yiddish writer. He received acclaim and recognition for             
his Yiddish writing from key figures such as Abraham Reisen and the critic             

Michal Arbel, Gidi Nevo, Michael Gluzman, eds. (Kiryat Sedeh-Boker: Mekhon Ben-Gurion le-ḥeker            
Yisrael veha-tsiyonut, Ben Gurio University, 2008), 60. 
2
Ḥayyim Naḥman Bialik, Devarim shebe’al peh (Tel Aviv: Devir, 1935), 226. Unless otherwise noted all                

translations are the author’s. 
3 Dov Sadan, Avnei bedek (Tel Aviv: Hakibbutz Hameuchad, 1962), 12. 
4 It is important to note that even the attachment of the Yiddishist movement to the Yiddish language                  
came as a reaction to the Hebraist and maskilic discourse on the language. See D. Fishman, The Rise of                   
Modern Yiddish Culture (University of Pittsburgh Press, 2005), 23. 
5 H. N. Bialik, “Shirateinu hatse’ira,” in Kol kitvei Ḥayim Naḥman Bialik (Tel-Aviv: Dvir, 1947), 236–41. 
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Baal-Makhshoves, who wrote an enthusiastic introduction to Steinberg’s        
novel-in-rhyme, Rusland (Russia). However, in 1914 Steinberg immigrated to Palestine          6

and, despite his success in Yiddish, never wrote another word in Yiddish or even on the                
topic of Yiddish culture. Unlike his peers, Steinberg never explained his choice to             
abandon Yiddish or his choice to write in Hebrew. But as we read through his late                
writings, it is possible to gauge the deep impact the loss of Yiddish had on his poetry, an                  
impact that defined his mature poems and also carried with it a sharp critique of the role                 
of art and poetry in Zionist literature. 

As Miron and others claim, one can sense a real change—a deepening of sorts—in              
Steinberg’s poetry from the 1920s. Once in Palestine, he developed a poetic language             7

that allowed him to achieve extremely dense and complex expression in poems that             
were simultaneously minimalistic. This change was grounded in Steinberg’s poetic          
consideration of the Hebrew language in contrast with other European languages.           
Steinberg formulated a poetic principle according to which only minimalist verse,           
reduced to its barest elements, is in fact poetry. Steinberg called for a poetic line that                8

would find its meaning only in the tense, forced, momentary relations of its             
components. According to Steinberg, these forced relations reflected the unique capacity           
of the Hebrew language to force together two nouns without any of the grammatical              
cushioning found in European languages, producing surprising and contradicting effects          
from their “discomfort.” However, this capacity of the Hebrew language was           
supplemented in his theoretical texts and poems by a mysterious ingredient that made             
the fusion of words possible. This ingredient appears in the form of the mysterious              
“noḥam”: a hapax appearing in the book of Hosea, which Steinberg uses to signify both               
solace and remorse.  9

Steinberg described the poet as a jeweler fusing together stubbornly solitary           
Hebrew words with the corrosive power of remorse and regret, while also finding solace              
in their fusion. Noḥam was the substance that relates the poems to the world, and               10

through it feelings were invested in the artistic object and were separated from the poet.               
This procedure is described in the poem “A Hymn to noḥam .” However, Steinberg             11

6 Jacob Steinberg, Rusland: a poeme (Warsaw: Farlag universal, 1914). 
7 Dan Miron, “Beyn mukdam leme’ukhar be-shirat Yaakov Shtaynberg,” Haaretz, 18 January 1963. 
8 Jacob Steinberg, “Ha-shura,” in Kol kitvei Yaakov Shtaynberg (Tel-Aviv: Devir, 1957), 333–40. 
9 Hosea 13:14: “I will ransom them from the power of the grave; I will redeem them from death: O death, I                      
will be thy plagues; O grave, I will be thy destruction: repentance [noḥam] shall be hid from mine eyes.”                   
(KJV) 
10 Steinberg, Kol kitvei Yaakov Shtaynberg, 43, 55. 

  ִאיׁשֹוֵני ֵעיֵני ָקמּו ִמְּצרֹוף ָּכל ִריק ּוְכָזָביו,11
 ְוֵאמּון ְּבדַֹלח ָּפג ִּבְמִכיַּתת ָּכל ְיָקרֹות;

 ַאְך ְּכָחׁש ֵחן עֹוד סֹוֵבב ֶאת ֶאת רּוִחי ַּכֲאֶׁשר ָסַבב
 ּוְבֶקֶצב ָרז ִּתְנַהְרָנה ִחידֹוַתי ַהִנְפָּתרֹות.

[…] 
 ָהּה, ֵאיֹפה ֶאְמָצֶאָך, ַהֹנַחם ְּפִריַהְּמרֹוִרים
 ֲאֶׁשר ֲעִסיְסך ִרְפאּות, ּוִמְחַיתֵלב ֲחָדָׁשה?
 ֶזה ַאְרְסָך ִמְסַּתֵנן ְּכִנְטֵפי ְׁשָרף ְטהֹוִרים,
 ְוׂשֹוֵרף ְּגִליַמת ַצִּדיק ְונֹוֵקב ִׁשְריֹון ָרָׁשע.

My pupils rebelled from smelting every void and its lies / and the faith of crystal expired in the shards of                     
all that is precious / but the lie of grace still turns my spirit as it did / and in a secret rhythm all my solved                          
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never specified the cause for the poet’s remorse. Quite the contrary: he defined his pain               
as mysterious, unknown, and even unknowable. 

It is my contention that this hidden remorse is in fact a critique of the Zionist                
national literature and the imposition of the Hebrew language that the Zionist political             
project demanded. Noḥam serves as a silenced remainder after the price paid to the              
nationalist ideology: the renunciation of Yiddish language and culture. In the           
comparison that Steinberg makes between the forced relations of Hebrew and the            
flexibility of other languages, Yiddish is the implied “other,” a supple and yielding             
European language in contrast with the hard and demanding Hebrew; the remorse that             
suffuses this comparison is due to the loss of the Yiddish speaker—the modern, urban,              
cosmopolitan Yiddishist. In order to argue this point, I will look at a specific moment in                
Steinberg's poetry, the moment following the apparent choice between Yiddish and           
Hebrew, as it is expressed in the long epic poem from 1915, “Mas’a Avisholem.” 

III. “When Everything’s Said and Done, Yiddish Was a Home to Us All,” or 
Mourning 

In order to demonstrate Steinberg’s unique attitude toward the choice between           
Hebrew and Yiddish, we can begin by looking at the counterexample of H. N. Bialik. As                
the Hebrew national poet and the admired father figure of Steinberg’s generation of             
poets, Bialik presents an important and instructive case that highlights the mainstream            
attitude toward the languages within Hebrew literature, an attitude very different in            
tone and in political intentions than that of Steinberg. 

Bialik presents a type of discourse that is ambivalent and complex. It explicitly             12

talks of the two languages in terms of death, revival, resurrection, and afterlife. In a               
letter to fellow writer and editor Y. H. Ravnitski from August 8, 1898, Bialik explains his                
reluctance to write in Yiddish: “For finally, the zhargon would be eradicated from under              
God’s skies. The tongue of the land would expel it from life, and our language [Hebrew]                
would drive him out of literature. May its end come swiftly and in our days, amen!” And                 
yet, despite this demand for the eradication of Yiddish, the lowly zhargon, Bialik             
displays at the same time a great deal of tenderness toward Yiddish. He adds in the                
same letter: “I’ll admit that the fine yearnings of childhood, [ . . . ] ghetto and the cheder                   
are more easily said in the zhargon [ . . . ] than in the holy tongue.” Like his mentor                    13

Aḥad Ha-Am, Bialik justified this position by framing the death of Yiddish as a necessary               
step in the growth of the nation. According to Bialik’s point of view, Yiddish serves a                
specific historical function, and now it is no longer needed and must pass away, like               
Aramaic or other Jewish languages in their time. However, even in its passing, Yiddish              
was still beneficial—its living sap should be ingested by the old tree of Hebrew culture.  14

riddles will glow […] Ha, where shall I find you, remorse, son of bitter fruit / that your sap is healing and                      
revives the heart? / Your poison filters as pure drops of fiery poison / and burns the cloak of the righteous                     
and pierces the armor of the wicked. (Ibid., 55.) 
12 Shmuel Werses, Mi-lashon el lashon: yetsirot ve-gilguleihen be-sifrutenu (Jerusalem: Magnes Press, 
1996), 480. 
13 H. N. Bialik to Y. H. Ravnitski, 8 August 1898, in Igrot Ḥayim Naḥman Bialik, volume 1 (Tel-Aviv: 
Devir, 1937), 126–27. 
14 Bialik, Devarim shebe’al peh, 226. 
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This ambivalence is even clearer if we compare the way Bialik describes the             
relationship between the two languages with the way he describes the historical process             
of Yiddish’s demise and Hebrew’s rebirth. When writing about the historical process,            
Bialik relies on natural metaphors: trees and fruits, life and death. In stark contrast, the               
metaphors describing the relations between Yiddish and Hebrew are hierarchical,          
gendered, and sexualized. Following Sh. Y. Abramovitsh's (Mendele Moykher Sforim)          
melodramatic parable in which he falls in love with Yiddish, personified as the despised              
slave girl, Bialik admonishes the poet I. L. Peretz for neglecting “mitzvat ona”—the             15

obligation to have sexual relations only with one's own wife, the queen Hebrew—by             
instead spilling his “seed”—his literary talent—into the servant, Yiddish. Rather than           16

the natural and inevitable passing away and birth of the organic metaphor, the image              
that arises from these metaphors is a set of relations determined by choice, separation,              
and betrayal. It can be argued that these sexual metaphors indicate an ambivalent             
counterpoint to Bialik’s narrative of natural decline. However, the narrative of natural            
decline cannot tolerate ambivalence; for Bialik, a romantic nationalist, Yiddish must die            
for Hebrew to be born, but it also must be mourned, i.e., introjected, transformed into a                
part of the self, and thus granted an afterlife in the resurrected national body: 

Hebrew literature would be filled with content . . . with the introduction             
of new material, its capacity would naturally grow. . . . The language             
would “nationalize” all that is in it and all that comes within its             
boundaries.  17

In the vein of Benjamin, Adorno, and others scholars, modernity can be identified with              
the mourning of tradition. This understanding of modernity transforms the question of            
mourning, and the working through it, into a key question within the critique of culture,               
and it is endowed with political importance. The formulation of Freud in his text              18

Mourning and Melancholia casts the work of mourning as the healthy counterpart of             
the zeitgeistic pathology of melancholia, as if to say that the decadent, degenerate mal              19

de siècle should find its cure in the narcissistic enjoyment of still being alive.  20

Bialik’s attitude toward Yiddish cannot be reduced to a successful working           
through mourning that celebrates the life of Hebrew after the death of Yiddish. It entails               
an added complication: in Bialik’s discourse, the death of Yiddish becomes not only a              
historically determined fact but also a political and existential necessity. It is a painful              

15 Mendele Mokher Sefarim, Kol kitvei Mendele Mokher Sefarim  (Tel-Aviv: Devir, 1950), 1–6. 
16 Israel Ch. Biletzky, H. N. Bialik ve-yidish (Tel Aviv: Hots’aat Y.L. Perets, 1970), 70. 
17 Bialik, Devarim shebe’al peh, 232. 
18 The first part of A. Haverkamp’s book Leaves of Mourning describes how the work of mourning became                  
a major prism through which the encounter with modernity was experienced and understood. Through              
this prism modernity was either worked through or rejected. The rejection of modernity was elevated to                
the degree of a moral and artistic stance through the works of melancholy figures such as Baudelaire and                  
Hölderlin that personified the impossibility of working through the loss. A. Haverkamp, Leaves of              
Mourning: Holderlin's Late Work—with an Essay on Keats and Melancholy (Albany: State University of              
New York Press, 1996), x. 
19 Sigmund Freud, “Mourning and Melancholia,” in The Standard Edition of the Complete Psychological              
Works of Sigmund Freud, volume 14 (London: Hogarth Press, 1966), 243–60. 
20 Haverkamp, Leaves of Mourning: Holderlin's Late Work, 31. 
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and complex process that involves the people closest to him, as Bialik himself gently              
explains in the same letter quoted above: 

And Reb Mendele, who wrote in zhargon, I wonder if he’ll have any             
atonement in this world. I hope that his penitence now, in translating            
and bringing back his works to Hebrew, will do him some good.  21

We see in Bialik’s words the work of mourning in all its problematic nature: that of                 
being stuck between the anvil of self-serving mourning and the hammer of melancholia.            

According to Jacques Derrida the very politics of friendship is based on the structural               22

possibility of one friend surviving the other, burying him, and mourning him.            
Friendship is in fact a preparation toward coming to terms with the loss of the other.                23

Bialik personifies Yiddish in the image of people close to him, such as Abramovitsh, an               
act that results in an admission of guilt over the benefit to Hebrew that comes with their                 
demise. The process of mourning is defined by the dialectics between parting with the              
dead and not letting go. The friend can be remembered, commemorated, and mourned             
by speaking, not only for and of but also as the dead. In Bialik's attempted translation                24

of Abramovitsh's novel Fishke der krumer (Fishke the Lame), he came much closer to              
the author's Yiddish tone than Abramovitsh himself did in his own published Hebrew             
rendering. Likewise, in his translations of folksongs and other texts, Bialik attempted            25

to enrich the Hebrew language with the “living” qualities of Yiddish, to infuse Hebrew              
with the vernacular amplitude of Yiddish, it's folkish elements; to integrate into the             
Hebrew language the host of Jewish attributes contained within Yiddish, to appropriate            
them and render them part of the new Hebrew self. This practice should be understood               
as an effort to live on in Hebrew after the death of Yiddish: 

For me the end is evident and clear and I find in it a great tragedy, when                 
everything’s said and done, Yiddish was a home to us all. Finally, the             
nation had created, prayed, and cried in that tongue! . . . I have one               
consolation: that the Yiddish tongue would survive by its translation,          
good or bad, into Hebrew. But anything that won’t be translated from it             
into Hebrew will be lost and will leave no trace.  26

 
 

IV. “Remorse, Son of a Bitter Fruit,” or Melancholia 

As mentioned earlier, the elaborate narrative of transition from Yiddish to           
Hebrew that Bialik presented is completely absent from Steinberg’s writings. With the            
exception of a few essays, published between 1914 and 1918 and never collected or              

21 Bialik, Igrot , 126–27. 
22 The image of anvil and hammer appears in a formulation of mourning by Derrida: Jacques Derrida, The                  
Work of Mourning (University of Chicago Press, 2003), 6. 
23 Ibid., 16. 
24 Ibid., 25. 
25 Werses, "Bialik metargem et Mendele," in Melashon el lashon, 277-80. 
26 Bialik, Devarim shebe’al peh, 232. 
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republished, Yiddish language and Yiddish culture are never mentioned in his work.            27

This sharp break with Yiddish appears to be consistent with Steinberg’s general            
approach to the two languages, which clearly differs from the views presented here as              
Bialik’s: Bialik speaks of the eventual natural development of a “healthy” national            
language as Yiddish is absorbed into Hebrew. Steinberg, who was far less committed to              
the Zionist project and far more engaged with Yiddish culture than Bialik was, did not               
try to supplement one language with the other but rather to “clean” each of the               
languages of traces of the other. This is true from a linguistic point of view and is also                  
evident if we examine his literary corpus. In Steinberg's poetic practice there was a              28

strict generic distinction between the two languages, using Yiddish for prose and            
Hebrew for poetry. Hence it stands to reason that with the move to Palestine, all that                
was Yiddish would be left behind. Yiddish for Steinberg did not stand in for the world of                 
tradition, “the fine yearnings of . . . the childhood of the ghetto and the cheder” that                 
Bialik talked about. Rather, it stood for a specific kind of modernity, a different              
possibility of Jewish politics that was opposed to the mainstream Zionist view. This             
possibility hinged on an affirmation of the Diaspora and was embodied in the Yiddishist              
self: a figure standing in for modernity, its promises and failures, that Steinberg             
portrayed in dozens of stories and other works. Reading Steinberg’s work in light of this               
distinction, Yiddish becomes a possible trajectory that is initially considered and then            
discarded in favor of Zionism. The fact that Steinberg never collected or republished his              
Yiddish work seems to strengthen this position: in the absence of a monument in the               
form of a consolidated volume, his Yiddish oeuvre vanished from the public and critical              
eye, as if it had never existed.  29

The trouble is that this view of Steinberg’s work is inaccurate to say the least.               
Looking at the material published in both languages it is clear that, while in Europe,               
Steinberg often transgressed his own boundaries and produced important works in the            
“wrong” genre and language. In spite of the distinction he attempted to make between              
the languages, he wrote significant prose works that were first published in Hebrew and              
he conducted important experiments in poetry in Yiddish, thus creating intricate           
relations between the different segments of his work. Similarly, even uncollected,           
unacknowledged, and disavowed, Steinberg’s Yiddish work would continue to inform his           
writing for many years. The clearest presence of Steinberg’s Yiddish past in his Hebrew              
present was the ongoing project of translating his prose stories; these very translations,             
like their Yiddish origins, were concealed and even denied.  30

And yet, Steinberg never talks of the place of Yiddish in his work or of the                
difficulty of leaving it behind. He does not use the rhetoric of mourning identified above               
in Bialik. Instead of a narrative of choice or necessity there is only silence, signifying an                

27 These texts were collected in Jacob Steinberg, Deyokna’ot va-’arakhim: masot asher lo nikhlelu be-khol               
ketavav (Tel Aviv: Agudat ha-sofrim ha-’ivrim be-yisrael, 1979). 
28 Aharon Komem, introduction to Jacob Steinberg, Gezamlte dertseylungen (Jerusalem: Magnes Press,            
1986), xii–x. 
29 Steinberg’s biographer Israel Cohen seems to express the generally accepted opinion in viewing the               
poems of 1907–1914 as poems expressing a loss of way, typical of the fragmented life in the Diaspora,                  
which was resolved by Steinberg’s decision to immigrate to Palestine. See Israel Cohen, Yaakov              
Shtaynberg: ha-ish vi-yetsirato (Tel-Aviv: Devir, 1972), 65. 
30 Aharon Komem, Darkhei ha-sipur shel Yaakov Shtaynberg (Tel Aviv: Tel Aviv University, 1976), 37. 
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absence. It seems as if that aspect of Steinberg’s life was confined to what Abraham and                
Torok would call a crypt.  31

The interest of this paper, however, is not in Steinberg’s psychology as expressed             
in his poems, but rather in the use that Steinberg, a viciously clever and brutally honest                
poet, makes of this psychic landscape. As Derrida would explain it, the entombment in              
the crypt, beyond its defensive psychic role, could in fact be part of a strategy of                
self-serving mourning: it is a one-sided contract in favor of the survivor, a spectacle              
mimicking the introjection expected from the work of mourning, which is performed in             
erecting the crypt, allowing the subject to remain in a state of “mid-mourning,” bound to               
never to fully process the object loss but to appear as if he did. This strategy was a very                   32

useful one for Steinberg. As explained earlier, it allowed him to find a place within the                
sphere of the Zionist national literature as a writer in mid-mourning, a writer whose              
heart was still in Europe with its smoky cafes, gaslights, and supple languages, but              
whose soul was intertwined with the rocky, hard, and dry Hebrew language. Such a              
mode of mourning comprised an original and sophisticated reproduction of the “torn            
heart” that was expected from the Hebrew writer.  33

There is a moment though, just after Steinberg's immigration from Europe, when            
he represents with brutal honesty the pain that the sacrifice of Yiddish and Europe              
caused. This moment is most evident in Steinberg’s only epic poem in Hebrew “Mas’a              
Avisholem” (“Avisholem’s Journey”). In this work Steinberg adopts a position that           
Walter Benjamin called the heroic stance of melancholia, that is, the refusal to view the               
passing of the dead in the light of redemption. In a contemporary text to Freud’s writing,                
The Origins of the German Tragic Drama, Benjamin inverses the roles ascribed to             
mourning and melancholia by giving melancholia the moral upper hand, so to speak,             
and even describing it as a heroic stand. In opposition to the “[s]elf affirming ideas of                34

idealist philosophy” that come into play in the work of mourning, in which “with the               35

transformation of the deceased the transfigured face of nature is fleetingly revealed in             
the light of redemption,” the melancholic figure presents the transient nature of things             
and their materiality, which is the facies Hippocratica of nature: “history lies before the              
eyes of the observer as a stiffened, primal landscape. Everything about history that, from              
the very beginning, has been untimely, sorrowful, unsuccessful, is expressed as a            
face—or rather in a death's head.” Accepting the loss of tradition caused by the advent               36

of modernity and industrial capitalism, and celebrating the aforementioned narcissistic          
pleasure of being alive, would be affirming the liberal-bourgeois project, its “natural”            

31 “A segment of an ever so painfully lived Reality—untellable and therefore inaccessible to the gradual,                
assimilative work of mourning . . . leads to the establishment of a sealed-off psychic place, a crypt in the                    
ego.” Nicolas Abraham and Maria Torok, The Shell and the Kernel, vol. 1 (Chicago: University of Chicago                 
Press, 1994), 141. 
32 Haverkamp, Leaves of Mourning: Holderlin's Late Work, 18. 
33 Hannan Hever, Ha-sipur veha-le’om: kriot bikoratiyot ba-kanon ha-siporet ha-’ivrit (Tel-Aviv:           
Resling, 2007), 17; Hever, “Between Approval and Negation of the Diaspora in ‘Abshalom’s Journey’ by               
Yaakov Steinberg,” ʻIyunim bi-tekumat yisrael  22 (2012): 234. 
34 Walter Benjamin, The Origin of German Tragic Drama (New York: Verso, 1998). See also Haverkamp,                
Leaves of Mourning: Holderlin's Late Work, 1.  
35 J. J. McCole, Walter Benjamin and the Antinomies of Tradition (Cornell University Press, 1993), 116. 
36 Benjamin, The Origin of German Tragic Drama, 166. 
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and redemptive pretenses. On the other hand, rejecting it and falling into the so-called              
“pathology” of melancholia would be a critical examination of said project and of its              
historicity. Similarly, in the poem “Mas’a Avisholem” Steinberg refuses to affirm the            
deterministic and redemptive course presented by Bialik and adopts an alternate point            
of view, which exposes the political bad faith involved in mourning the loss of Yiddish, a                
loss prescribed and desired by the Zionist ideology. 

V. Mas’a Avisholem 

“Mas’a Avisholem” is an epic poem in seven parts telling the story of the              
immigration of Avisholem, a Ukrainian Jew, to Palestine. In its first cantos the poem              37

reproduces the modern Jewish bildung story as it was formulated by Bialik and             
emulated by his disciples: childhood in the cheder and the yeshiva; a break with an               
oppressive tradition experienced as an Oedipal conflict; the subsequent encounter with           
the world of non-Jewish thought, poetry, and art, and its promise of sexuality and              
freedom; and the need to constitute an individual subjectivity provoked by this            
encounter with the non-Jewish world as well as the understanding that a Jewish youth              
has no place in Europe. The poem then proceeds with a Childe Harold-like narrative of               38

the journey and encounter with the Orient, culminating in a profound tone of             
resignation and disappointment in the personal and spiritual changes that had been            
anticipated. The last canto of the poem “A Lament for the Homeland” stages a great               
funeral oration on the hills of Jaffa: 

 ּוְכמֹו ָזַעף ְּתלּוַנת עֹוָלם
[…]  

 ְׁשאֹון ַהָּים ָהַעז ִמְתַּגְלֵּגל;
 ּוְלֻעָּמתֹו ִמֶּמְרַחִּקים
 ָצָפה ִיְלַלת ׁשּוָעִלים

 ֲהלֹא הּוא ִיֵלל ַהְּיִׁשימֹון
 ַאֵּׁשר ֵיעֹור ַלְיָלה ַלְיָלה
 ְלַתְמרּוִרי ַתֲעלּוָמה.

[…]  
 ּדֹוֵמם ָצָפה ָאז ָהֶעֶלם

 ַאף ִליֵלל ַהְּיִׁשימֹון ֶהֱאִזין
 וִַיְתַאֵּבל ַּבִמְסָּתִרים

 ֵּבין ַגְבֻנֵני חֹול ׁשֹוְמִמים.
  

 ֵאֶּלה ִּדְבֵרי ֲאִביָשלום
 זֹאת ַהִּקיָנה ֲאֶׁשר קֹוֵנן

 ְלַתְמרּוִרי ַהּדּוִמָּיה

37 Steinberg, Kol kitvei Yaakov Shtaynberg, 31–43. The title can be translated as “The Journey of 
Avisholem.” The name Avisholem (Avishalom) appears in the Bible only once, and only in passing. See 1 
Kings, 15:2, 10. 
38 Dan Miron, Bodedim be-mo’adam: li-dyokna shel ha-republika ha-sifrutit ha-’ivrit bitḥilat ha-meah 
ha-esrim  (Tel Aviv: Am Oved, 1987), 151–53. 
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 ַעל ַהחֹוף ְּבֵליל ַהְּתֵכֶלת.

And like the anger of the world’s complaint 
[ . . . ] 
The mighty crush of the sea is rolling; 
And across, from the distance 
Floats the wail of foxes 
The wail of the wilderness 
That wakes every night to the weeping of mystery 
[ . . . ] 
Silently the youth then watched, 
And listened to the wail of the wilderness 
And mourned in hiding 
Among desolate sand hills. 
 
So were the words of Avisholem, 
This is the lament that he spoke 
To the sweepings of the silence 
On the shore in the azure night.  39

This scene constitutes Avisholem as a person deeply immersed in grief. The loss             
expressed in the poem is very clearly defined as the loss of the homeland, Ukraine. The                
rich, diverse world of the Russian empire was a place to which Steinberg intimately              
belonged and yet also a place from which he felt rejected. Compared with the loss of the                 
Ukrainian homeland, the land of Israel offered little in return.  

Not surprisingly the critics read this depiction of Avisholem in mourning as a             
poetic and ideological failure. It failed to display the required transformation that the             
encounter with the “real” homeland was supposed to produce. As Tsipora Sivan notes,             
this poem was expected to be an autobiographical poem and a Zionist epic, which it was                
obviously not. Critics attacked the melancholic tone that regarded the Zionist project            40

with the disdain of a disappointed tourist. The land of Israel was not the remedy for                41

the poet’s tortured soul; he experienced no mystical communion with the land. As             42

Cohen writes of the poem: “truth be told, we were a bit disappointed by this foreignness                
of a Hebrew poet who talks not of the land of Israel but of the Orient.” What is lacking                   43

from the poem is precisely this redemptive work of mourning that would render the loss               
acceptable by translating it into a normalized narrative. 

VI. To Build and Be Built By It 

39 Steinberg, Kol kitvei Yaakov Shtaynberg, 39. 
40 Tsiporah Sivan, Shirat Yaakov Shtaynberg (Tel Aviv: Bar Ilan, 1991), 108. 
41 Cohen, Yaakov Shtaynberg: ha-ish vi-yetsirato, 74. 
42 Hever, “Between Approval and Negation of the Diaspora in ‘Abshalom’s Journey’ by Yaakov Steinberg,”               
243. 
43 Cohen, Yaakov Shtaynberg: ha-ish vi-yetsirato, 74. 
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Most of Steinberg’s critics overlooked the fact that, for all his negativity and             
doubt, Steinberg had implicitly declared himself part of the Zionist project. By choosing             
to write in Hebrew, discard Yiddish, and immigrate to Palestine, he announced his             
(albeit reluctant) intention to build something within the Zionist project and in some             
way be built by it. The price of this commitment was the negation of the Diaspora as a                  
viable political option. In Steinberg’s case this negation necessitated the renunciation           44

of his own Yiddishist self, and of the radical political utopia nestled in Yiddish literature,               
in favor of Zionist nationalism. Steinberg’s “sin” was in highlighting the fact that Yiddish              
did not have to die. In the poem, there are no historical or spiritual exigencies that                
compel Avisholem to come to Palestine but rather, like many European settlers before             
him, it is the mix of erotic and material possibilities denied him in the European               
metropole but available in the Orient. Depicted as such, the mournful discourse over             45

Yiddish can be viewed as the self-serving contract Derrida described, allowing the            
subject to appear as if in mourning while in fact safeguarding himself from             
acknowledging responsibility. 

In “Mas’a Avisholem” Steinberg produces a derisive version of the spectacle of            
repentance requested by the national literature. This repentance is manifested in the            
assumption of a retrograde poetics, the poetics instituted by Bialik, which Steinberg had             
already renounced several years before. Therefore Steinberg appears also to renounce           46

his own success and achievements up to 1914, namely the advancements he had made              
toward a mature symbolist style in Yiddish. While the presence of Yiddish is never              
discussed or acknowledged, it is evident in the text through the unique and intense              
relations between “Mas’a Avisholem” and two of Steinberg’s major Yiddish texts: the            
novel in rhyme Rusland (Russia), and the epic poem “Di troyerike libe” (“The Sad              
Love”). This engagement with Rusland , on which many critics commented, is a first             
layer, exhibiting the necessary price paid to the Hebrew national literature. On a deeper              
level the impossibility to mourn appears in the epic poem’s relationship with the other              
Yiddish text: “Di troyerike libe.” The debts owed to that poem will haunt Avisholem all               47

through the text. 

VII. Avisholem and Rusland 

One of the reasons that “Mas’a Avisholem” was read as a failed poem was the               
proximity of its publication to the publication of Rusland in early 1914 and to              
Steinberg’s arrival in Palestine in the spring of 1914. Rusland , Steinberg’s Yiddish chef             
d’oeuvre, is very different from “Mas’a Avisholem.” Rusland places its speaker squarely            
in the line of Russia’s great Romantics rather in the Hebrew Romantic tradition that              
begins with Bialik. The novel refers directly to Pushkin's Eugene Onegin and            
Lermontov’s Caucasus poems, presenting a speaker who is superficial, detached, yet           
very intelligent, weary of pleasure, and bored with life. Like Eugene Onegin, Rusland is              

44 Hever, Ha-sipur veha-le’om: kriot bikoratiyot ba-kanon ha-siporet ha-’ivrit , 33. 
45 Hever, “Between Approval and Negation of the Diaspora in ‘Abshalom’s Journey’ by Yaakov Steinberg,”               
244. 
46 Miron, Bodedim be-mo’adam , 204. 
47 Jacob Steinberg, “Di troyerike libe,” in Gezamlte shriftn (Warsaw: Velt bibliotek, 1908), 56–70. 
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the story of a love affair, set during the violent reactionary period following the failed               
1905 revolution and featuring an egocentric individual, who is depicted against a wide             
social background in rigid stanzas and in a light musical rhythm. However, in this case               
the nameless hero is a Russian Jew. He cannot have peace of mind, a sense of belonging,                 
or any erotic relief because he is detached and morose, at an equal distance from all                
things. This gives the character the ability to observe and sardonically comment on             
everything around him. The speaker judges all that he sees with contempt. The             
revolution seems to him vulgar and fashionable. The Ukrainian nationalist discourse           
strikes him as authentic and powerful but primitive and atavistic. His fiancée’s father             
and her fashionable leftist brother, who represent the Jewish bourgeoisie, are despicable            
and incomprehensible to him. However, the delicate development of the plot soon            
demonstrates that what is presented as the hero’s aristocratic distance is in fact an              
emotional paralysis: a profound vulnerability that is expressed as aggression but is made             
acceptable through wit and charm. 

Many critics expected “Mas’a Avisholem,” which appeared in segments in          
different publications in 1915, to either be a rewritten, corrected Rusland or an             
immediate continuation of it. The protagonist of Rusland who says, “ikh zog ‘adye!’             48

dir, land fun knekht” (I say adieu to you, land of slaves), was supposed to complete the                 
sentence upon his arrival in Palestine. “Mas’a Avisholem” was often described as an             49

adaptation of Rusland and it is clear why since the two works addressed such a similar                
topic. On a formal level, though, there are many differences between the works: “Mas’a              50

Avisholem” is mostly narrated in blank verse in the third person, as opposed to the               
rhymed first-person narration of Rusland . Further, the Pushkinesque irony of Rusland           
is replaced in the Hebrew with a humorless severity. Nevertheless there are still clear              
connections between the two. Steinberg defined in Rusland a hero that he claimed was              
impossible for him to create in Yiddish: 

 ֿֿפעסט נָאר איינזַאם ָאן ַא שיעור
 איז דער העלד, ווָאס כ׳ֿפַאנטַאזיר:

 ָאן ַא זיכערקייט אין הַאנט,
 ָאן ַא חלום ֿפַארן מָארגן,
 וועט ער זוכן בַײ די ֿפַײנד

 ֿפרייד און לעבנס־לוסט זיך בָארגן;
 נָאר זַײן ווַאנדער־וועג בַאגלייטן

 וועט ווי שּפָאט די קלַאנג ֿפון קייטן.
 

 אין זַײן בלוט דָאס קַאלטע ֿפַײער –
 וועט קיין זַאך נישט זַײן אים טַײער,

 וועט ער הָאבן ַאלץ געווּוסט,
 נָאר ָאן גלויבן און ָאן לוסט;

48 Sivan, Shirat Ya’akov Shtaynberg, 155. 
49 Cohen, Yaakov Shtaynberg: ha-ish vi-yetsirato, 429. 
50 See for example: Miron, Bodedim be-mo’adam , 207. Shalom Luria, “Ha-poema Rusland shel Yaakov 
Shtaynberg ve-zikatah le-shirato be-‘ivrit,” in Divrei ha-kongres ha-shishi le-madaei ha-yahadut , ed. A. 
Shinʼan (Jerusalem: Magnes Press, 1980), 125. 
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 מיט זַײן שמייכל וועט ער גערן
 ֿפרעמדע ָאּפגעטער צעשטערן;

 בלַײבן וועט ער דָאך ַאליין,
 עלענט, איינזַאם ווי ַא שטיין.

Stable but immeasurably lonely 
Is the hero I imagine: 
Without confidence in today, 
Without a dream for tomorrow 
He will borrow from his enemies 
Happiness and lust for life; 
His wandering way will be accompanied 
By the mocking sounds of chains. 
 
In his blood, the cold fire— 
Nothing will be dear to him, 
He will already know all, 
Only without faith or lust; 
With his smile he will gladly 
Destroy strange idols; 
And then he will be left alone, 
Wretched and lonely like a stone.  51

As Dan Miron has shown, the description that the Hebrew poem’s hero, Avisholem,             
gives of himself is modeled very closely after the description in Rusland :  52

 ַעז ֲאִני ְולֹא ִלְגבּורה.
 ֵאי ִבְטחֹוִני ְּביֹום הֹוֵלְך,
 ֶהְמַית ַנְפִׁשי ְליֹום ָמָחר
 ְוַלֲעִתידֹות ִּכי ִתְקֶריָנה?

 
 ַרְך ֲאִני ולֹא ְלֶחְדָוה,
 ַרק ְלאֹוְיַבי ְוִלְמַנַּדי

 ָארּוץ ִלְדרׁש וֶאְׁשֲאָלה
 ִרַּנת ַחּיִים וֶחדָוָתם;

 ּוְבעֹוד ֶאְצַחק ְצחֹוק ִׂשְבעֹוִני
 ַּתֲחִריֵדִני ְכַנף־ַהְּבִדידּות,
 ַיְכִליֵמִני ִּפְזמֹון ּכָבִלים.

I have might but not for heroics. 
Where is my certitude in the passing day 
The whispers of my soul for tomorrow 
And for the futures that may come? 

51 Jacob Steinberg, “Rusland (Original and Translation by Shalom Luria),” Dapim lemeḥkar basifrut  2 
(1985): 54. 
52 Miron, Bodedim be-mo’adam , 207. 
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I’m soft but not for joy, 
Towards my enemies who banished me 
I’ll run to borrow 
the song of life and their joy; 
And while I laugh a sated laughter 
I’ll be terrified by the wing of loneliness, 
I’ll be put to shame by the tune of chains.  53

Another formal element that features strongly in both poems is the long lists of              
similes, analogies, and comparisons that intervene between the speaker and the object            
of his description. Both Sivan and Cohen wrongfully describe these long lists (up to              
twenty successive images) as a unique experiment undertaken in “Mas’a Avisholem,”           
and not a successful one. Cohen sees it as “a carnival of images” and another critic                
defines it as an unhealthy tendency. But these long lists of comparisons already appear              54

in Rusland , where they fulfill the same function of indicating “in their feebleness . . .                
delirium, dizziness, and an awakening that cannot express itself,” as the only positive             
review of “Mas’a Avisholem” described it. The similarity exists also in the loving             55

description of Ukraine, described in both texts as a land of love and bounty, as well as in                  
the qualification of the homeland as a woman, cruel and capricious in her love.              
However, as Shalom Luria sums it up: 

There is indeed a resemblance between “Mas’a Avisholem” and the epic           
poem Rusland , mainly concerning some topics addressed in both, the          
persona of the hero in the novel, the descriptions of Ukraine, the span of              
description, imagery, and characteristic rhetorical devices. On the other         
hand, differences stand out in regards to the structure, the development of            
the plot, in the descriptions of the house of study, the sea, the land of               
Israel, women, the tone, the motives, the point of view of the speaker and              
his worldview, the supporting characters, and the rhythmic structure.  56

Luria is describing the strong sensation of rupture one gets when reading these two texts               
alongside each other. Because of the many similarities, the difference between Rusland            
and “Mas’a Avisholem” is uncanny. While looking very much alike, the personae in the              
texts are opposed to one another. The contained Yiddish speaker who avoids his inner              

53 Steinberg, Kol kitvei Yaakov Shtaynberg, 37. 
54 Sivan, Shirat Ya’akov Shtaynberg, 117. 
55 Ya’akov Fichman, Kitvei Ya’akov Fikhman, (Tel Aviv: Devir, 1959), 266. See for instance the following                
passage: 
זי ווָאס מענטשן, ַא מיט / ֿפַארבונדן ֿפרוי ַא ווערט עס ווען / […] דערשיסן זיך גייט יונגערמַאן / געזונטער און ֿפרישער ַא                         ווען
ַא ווען / ֿפַארֿפירט; ווערט מיידל ַא ווען […] צַארט און זיס דיך הַאלדזט און קושט / נַארט, ווָאס ֿפרוי, שיינע ַא ווען […]                          הַאסט,

 יתום ֿפַאלט אין גַאס...
When a fresh and healthy/ Young man goes to shoot himself . . . / when a woman’s about to tie herself /                        

To a man she hates . . . / When a beautiful woman who deceives / Kisses and holds you sweet and                      
tender-like . . . / When a maid is led astray / When an orphan falls in the street . . . (Steinberg, “Rusland,”                        
47–48.) 
56 Luria, “Ha-poema Rusland shel Ya’akov Shtaynberg ve-zikatah le-shirato be-’ivrit,” 130. 
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world is replaced in the Hebrew poem by Avisholem who is driven by irrational desires,               
dreams, and mysterious sounds: 

 ֵאֶּלה קֹורֹות ֲאִביָשלֹום
 הּוא ָהֶעֶלם ְּכַבד־ַהֲחלֹומֹות,

 ֲאֶׁשר ִהִּציל ְּביֹום ָזדֹון,
 ְּבִהְתּגֹוֵשש ֵאל ְּבֵאִלים,

 ְּפֵליַטת ֵאׁש ּוְשָיר ִנְשָמתׂו.

This is the story of Avisholem 
The youth heavy with dreams, 
That saved in a day of evil, 
As a god wrestled other gods, 
A keepsake of fire and the remainder on his soul.  57

The Yiddish novel and the Hebrew epic reveal two opposing experiences of reality. We              
can see this clearly if we compare the the encounter with Palestine in “Mas’a Avisholem”               
with the arrival in Russia in Rusland . 

 ִּכְצִליל־ִׁשיר ֲחַדל־ַגְעּגּוִעים,
 ַּכֲהֵבל ֲעִלילֹות ֶעֶבד;

 ְּכֵזר ְּפָרִחים ַאֲחֵרי ִמְׁשֵּתה
 ְוַכֲעֶטֶרת ֶמֶלְך ִנְׁשָּכח;ִ 
 ִּכְפֵני ֶחֶרב ֳחלּוַדת־ַלַהב
 ּוְכִעָּצבֹון לֹא ְתִׂשיֶחּנּו;

[…] 
 ָּכָכה ִנְגְלָתה ָהָאֶרץ

 ַלֲאִביָׁשלֹום ָּבִראשֹוָנה.

As the sound of a song that lost its longings, 
As the vanity a slave's heroics; 
As a bouquet of flowers after a dance 
And as the crown of a forgotten king; 
As the face of a sword consumed by rust 
And as unspeakable sadness 
[ . . . ] 
So did the land reveal itself 
to Avisholem for the first time.  58

The long descriptive list found in “Mas’a Avisholem” is very different from the             
description found in Rusland : 

 ווידער זיי, די ַאלטע בילדער,
 ָאט איז ער, דער דריטער קלַאס

57 Steinberg, Kol kitvei Yaakov Shtaynberg, 33. 
58 Ibid., 30. 
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 מיטן ריח און געּפילדער;
 גויים־איוגן ֿפול מיט הַאס,

 יִידן־איוגן, ַאך, אין זיי
 שטעקט ַא ביטערער געשריי,
 וועלכער איז, ֿפון צו־ֿפיל גרויל,

 בַאלד דערשטיקט געווען אין מויל.

Here again the old pictures, 
Here it is, the third class 
With its smell and bustle; 
Gentiles’ eyes full of hate, 
Jewish eyes, ah, in which 
A bitter cry is lodged, 
Which, from too much horror, 
Immediately chokes in the throat.  59

In Rusland the irony and realism cover the violence found at the base of the social                
reality. On the other hand the highly symbolic, mythical images of “Mas’a Avisholem”             
are rooted in violent social relations that they block from view: 

 ָהדּור, ָדגּול, ְּגַבּה ֵעיַנִים
 ָּכָכה ָעַמד ֲאִביׁשלֹום
 קֹוְמִמיּות ַּבֲעלּוָמיו

 ּוכׁשְך ַסֲעַרת ָהֵאִלים
  ְּבמֹוַלְדּתֹו ּוְבַנְפׁשֹו.

Elegant, great and proud 
so did Avisholem stand 
rebelliously in his youth 
as the storm of gods calmed down 
in his homeland and soul.  60

 
This description is very different from the mocking, self-ironic description of what is             
presumably the same period in Rusland . These two texts present nearly opposing            61

approaches to experience, and it stands to reason that they would do so as they were                
written from two very different subject positions. The person departing in Rusland            
leaves with a tremendous sense of rejection from a place and a woman he loved. The                
emotional state of the speaker is obfuscated by an ironic view of the harsh reality full of                 

59 Steinberg, “Rusland,” 32. 
60 Steinberg, Kol kitvei Yaakov Shtaynberg, 32. 
61 See for instance: 
שּפָאט לַײכטן מיט איך ֿפלעג / – ֿפַארמעגן, הַארצס זייער שענקען / פריַיהיַיטס־גָאט קַאּפריזן דעם / ֿפלעגן ַאלע ווען צַײט, דער                       אין
דָארט, נָאר גליק זוך איך / – מַאסן, די ֿפון גּפילדער דעם / ֿפַארהַאסן געווּוסט דַאן שוין כ׳הָאב / דרייען; איינזַאם זיך געריוש אין /                         

 ווּו צווייען
In the time when all / worshipped the capricious freedom god / with their heart’s dearest goods— / I used 
to move around the tumult / with a slight scorn; / already then I knew to hate / the bustle of the masses— 
/ I seek happiness only in twos. (Steinberg, “Rusland,” 22.) 
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failure and rejection. This ironic mode cannot help but reflect the emotional and             
mythical worldview that guides it, thus placing the speaker in an unresolvable            
contradiction. “Mas’a Avisholem,” on the contrary, is written from the opposite position.            
The speaker in the poem has arrived in Palestine. Following Hannan Hever, it could be               
argued that the need to cover the violence of the colonization of Palestine precluded the               
realist style of Rusland from being repeated in “Mas’a Avisholem.” As Luria writes:             62

“ Rusland is built on the relation between the past and the present, while ‘Mas’a              
Avisholem’—between the present and the future.” This relation between the subject           63

and the utopia implied in the relation between the present and the future has to be                
legitimized. Steinberg could not have produced the same image as in Rusland where he              
created a person forcibly belonging, through many sentimental and historical ties, to a             
social group and a land from which he feels alienated and rejected. Such an ironic-realist               
depiction of the Zionist reality of the colonization of Palestine could not have legitimized              
the speaker’s position in relation to the nationalist project. At most it would have been               
another bitter disappointment, “The Truth from Eretz Yisrael” à la Steinberg.  64

Yet the choice to immigrate to Palestine had to be justified. The commonplace             
justification found in the national literature had the land of Israel figure as the cure to                
the Jewish degenerate disease manifest in the life of the Diaspora. Even if far-fetched,              65

even if it were no more than a horizon of possibility, Hebrew critics and writers               
demanded that the land of Israel had to be the answer. Therefore Steinberg recreated              66

in “Mas’a Avisholem” the basic drama of the national literature: that of the conflict              
between the decadent poet and the worldview imposed on him by the national literature.              
The main question of the poem becomes the stormy inner world of the speaker with its                
conflicts and contradictions. Myth and complex existential questions replace social          
reality as the apparent driving force of the hero, requiring a heavy epic tone and form.                
The democratic vision of Rusland is replaced here with a strange tale of fate. The reality                
of Avisholem, who is pushed to Palestine by mysterious urges and sounds, is very              
different from that of the protagonist of Rusland who says: “nor ikh—kh’bin yung, ikh              
ken nokh klaybn” (but me, I’m young, I can still choose). The atmosphere of alienation               67

and hurt, which was an underlying sensation in Rusland , becomes in “Mas’a Avisholem”             
the cornerstone of a worldview: “eḥad hu yegon haḥayim” (the grief of life is one and the                 
same). As Luria writes:  

62 Hever, “Between Approval and Negation of the Diaspora in ‘Abshalom’s Journey’ by Yaakov Steinberg,”               
252. 
63 Luria, “Ha-poema ‘Rusland’ shel Ya’akov Shtaynberg ve-zikatah le-shirato be-ivrit,” 126. 
64 See Aḥad Ha-Am (Asher Ginzburg), “The Truth from Eretz-Yisrael”: “In all things it is our custom to                  
learn nothing from the past for the future. . . . Our brethren in Eretz Yisrael . . . were slaves in their land of                         
exile, and they suddenly find themselves with unlimited freedom. . . . This sudden change has engendered                 
in them an impulse for despotism, as always happens when ‘a slave becomes a king.’” As quoted in Alan                   
Dowty, "Much Ado About Little: Ahad Ha’am's ‘Truth from Eretz Yisrael, Zionism, and the Arabs,” Israel                
Studies 5, no. 2 (2000) 175. 
65

Ḥamut
�

al Bar-Yosef, Magaʻim shel dekadens: Bialik, Berdichevsky, Brener (Tel Aviv: Ben Gurio             
University, 1997), 17. 
66 Hever, "Between Approval and Negation of the Diaspora in ‘Abshalom’s Journey’ by Yaakov Steinberg,"               
234. 
67 Steinberg, “Rusland,” 7. 
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The epic poem “Mas’a Avisholem” is not a literary or spiritual continuation            
of Rusland , unless we wish to perceive it as a leap from one character to               
another, from one situation to another, from one point of view to another,             
and from one language to the other.  68

VIII. Avisholem and “Di troyerike libe” 

Notably, while performing this jump from one character and language to another            
Steinberg employs a model borrowed from his Yiddish poetry. For all its similarities to              
Rusland , “Mas’a Avisholem” is modeled very closely after Steinberg’s “Di troyerike libe.”            
The poem “Di troyerike libe” tells of a young man and his attempt, and failure, to love a                  
“beautiful, pure Jewish girl.” Formally the poems are very similar in their proximity to              
the poetic models of Bialik: the epic and the autobiographical. Both display the same              
structure: long lines (octo- or decasyllabic) with an epic meter, which are interrupted on              
several occasions by an address in short rhymed verses. In both poems the protagonist              
and unnatural speakers pronounce these addresses: the winds of creation in “Di            
troyerike libe” and dreams in “Mas’a Avisholem.” Both open with a declaration placing             
the event of narration in an extreme and suggestive emotional state. Compare the             
beginning of “Di troyerike libe”: 

 ס׳שטייען אויף ֿפַאר מיר געשטַאלטען
 ליבע, טַײערע – און לַאכען

 מיט ַא קול ֿפון ַא געליעבטער,
 גוט און זיס צו מיר; –

 ווַײטער קומט איר מיך דערמָאנען
 ליבע־טעג און ליבע־ָאווענטס.

Images present themselves to me 
loved, dear—and laugh 
with a voice of a beloved, 
good and sweet for me; 
come remind me 
of days of love and loving evenings.  69

And in “Mas’a Avisholem”: 

 ְיִפי ָהַאְלָמֶות ַּבֲחלוִמי
 ּוְלָבִבי ַגֶחֶלת ֲעמּוָמה

 ַצו ֵנַצח ַעל ְׂשָפַתי ַהּקֹוְדחֹות
 ּוְבָיִדי ַהָקָרה ֵאין ְמאּוָמה

[ . . . ]  
 ַוֲעֵשן־ֵלב ֵּבין אּוֵדי ְיִציָרה

 ֵמֲחלֹום ַהַּתְעּתּוִעים לֹא ֶאֶרף
 ְּכִגיּבֹור ַהּנֹוֵפל ַעל ַחְרּבֹו

68 Luria, “Ha-poema Rusland shel Yaakov Shtaynberg ve-zikatah le-shirato be-‘ivrit,” 127. 
69 Steinberg, Gezamlte shriftn, 56. 
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 ְוֵעיָניו ַהּגֹוְועֹות — ַלֶחֶרב.

The beauty of immortality is in my dream 
and my heart is a smoldering charcoal 
the decree of eternity on my burning lips 
and in my hand there is nothing 
[ . . . ] 
and with a smoking heart 
among the ashes of creation 
I will not let go of the delirious dream 
like a hero falling on his sword 
and his dying eyes on the blade.  70

The two texts also differ considerably, but unlike the relation to Rusland , here the              
differences show a clear development rather than rejection or opposition. Take for            
example the depiction of childhood. In “Di troyerike libe” childhood is presented in a              71

series of disassociated vignettes, each endowing the speaker with a specific quality. In             
“Mas’a Avisholem“ it is reduced to the one childhood experience that was canonized in              
Bialik’s poetry: leaving the beit midrash. The description of this experience in “Mas’a             
Avisholem” is remarkably close to descriptions found in the poems of Bialik. 

 עֹודֹו ַנַער וִַיָּבֵדל 
 ִמְּבֵני ִגילֹו הֹוֵגי־תֹוָרה 
 ְּבֵבית ַרָּבם ּוַבֲחבּוָרה: 
 הּוא ְלַבּדֹו, ַרְך וִיִחיִדי

 ָנַטר ִדְמַמת ֵּבית־ִמְדָרׁש 
 ַּבֲאֵפַלת ֵליֵלי ֹחֶרף,   

 ֵעת ַּגם ַלַהב ֵנר־ַהָּתִמיד 
 ִנְזַקף ּתֹוֶהה ַעל ָהַעּמוד 

ְשָּתֶאה ָלַעֶּצֶבת,   ּכמִׁ
 ְוַהֲחֵשָכה ְספּוַגת  יָגוׁן 
 דֹם ִנְתַקְּפָלה ַבָּזוִיֹות.

While still a boy he distinguished 
himself from his peers who ponder on the Torah 
in their rabbi’s house or in commune; 
he alone, soft and solitary 
he watched over the silence of the house of study 
when even the flame of the everlasting candle 
rose perplexed on the lectern 
as if amazed by the sadness. 
And the grief-soaked darkness 

70 Steinberg, Kol kitvei Yaakov Shtaynberg, 31. 
71 Childhood is completely absent from Rusland, as it is absent from the rest of Steinberg’s poetry. 
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silently folded itself to the corners.  72

The expressions and images used in the scene of departure are taken from a number of                
Bialik’s poems, such as “Alone”: “All gone with the wind, all swept away by the light / A                  73

new song filled with song the morning of their lives / And I, a tender chick, was quite                  
forgot / Alone under the wing of the Divine Presence.” The impact of these allusions is                74

strong. As Miron writes, in “Mas’a Avisholem” the scene in the house of study “inspires               
in the reader repulsion and wonder . . . it feels not only as a nearness to Bialik that is too                     
intimate but also a certain quality of being essentially derivative.” Steinberg constructs            75

the scene in a way that demonstrates it is an intentional and critical parody of Bialik’s                
poetry. Avisholem’s departure from the beit midrash is a parody that transforms            76

Bialik’s crisis of faith from a foundational trauma into a generational experience, one             
stereotypical event among many. However, beyond this parody, the entire scene of            77

leaving the house of study is a translation—allusions, parody, and all—from the parallel             
segment of “Di troyerike libe”: 

 איינער ַאליין איז דָאס ייִנגל געזעסען
 אין דעם ֿפַארחושכטע קליוז און געחלומט.

 שטיל קוקט די ווינטער־נַאכט דורך די צוועלף ֿפענסטער
  אינעם בית־מדרש דעם ּפוסטען ארַײן;

 שטיל איז אין קליוז און עס רירט זיך קיין זַאך נישט;
 ס׳דרימעלט דער עמוד, דער ֿפלַאם ֿפון נר־ּתמיד,
 אונטער דעם ּפרוכת שלָאֿפט גָאט און זַײן ּתורה,

 ס׳שלָאֿפט אויך זַײן גלויבען אין הַארץ ביי דעם ייִנגל;
 ּבַאלד וועט אויך ער, דער לעצטער, ַאנטלויֿפען . . .

The only one and alone the youngster sat 
in the darkened house of study and dreamt. 
The winter night looks in through the twelve windows  
of the dusty besmedresh 
The room is silent and not a thing moves 
The lectern and the flame of the everlasting candle are dreaming, 
under the curtain God sleeps with his Torah 
his faith is also asleep in the youngster’s heart. 
Soon he will escape as well, the last one . . .  78

72 Ibid., 32. 
73 Ada Barkai, Mishka’im Bialikaiyim be-shirat meshorerim ‘ivriyim be-reshit ha-meah ha-’esrim, 
1900–1920 (Jerusalem: Hebrew University, 1976), 108. Interestingly Barkai and Miron both see in "Mas’a 
Avisholem" allusions taken from Bialik’s “Mul aron ha-sefarim.” Bialik’s poem was in fact published in 
1910, three years after the publication of Steinberg’s poem. 
74 H. N. Bialik, Songs from Bialik: Selected Poems of Hayim Nahman Bialik, trans. A. Hadari (Syracuse: 
Syracuse University Press, 2000), 23. 
75 Miron, Bodedim be-mo’adam , 202. 
76 Ibid., 204. 
77 Ibid., 214. 
78 Steinberg, Gezamlte shriftn, 59. 
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The distance created by the use of Yiddish softens the sensation of overload generated              
by the excess of references to Bialik. In Hebrew it is Bialik’s very words that strike at the                  
reader. Similarly the fact that leaving the traditional house of study is only one of four                
biographical episodes appearing in “Di troyerike libe” (childhood, hunger, and violence           
being the others) dilutes Bialik’s presence to a bearable measure. The difference            
between the two poems sharpens the message of the Hebrew poem and brings to the               
surface the criticism implied in the parody. The many experiences of ”Di troyerike libe”              
are reduced here to one that determines and sets the tone for all the experiences to                
follow. The house of study scene appears in “Mas’a Avisholem” in the beginning of the               
canto “The Death of Gods.” In the course of this canto the hero sits in the house of study                   
by the side of his god until it dies. Saying goodbye, he sets out into the world but carries                   
with him the faint scent of dead sanctity. This attribute, the smell of dead sanctity, will                79

accompany Avisholem further in his encounters with the new gods of the revolution or              
Zionism, revealing to him that to die is the gods’ only godlike characteristic. In the               
Hebrew poem, these experiences are narrated briefly compared to the space they take             
up in “Di troyerike libe.” What has been a general atmosphere in “Di troyerike libe,” a                
hushed resentment against the false ideals imposed by romanticism and the national            
literature on the speaker, represented by the presence of Bialik, becomes in “Mas’a             
Avisholem” a clear idea and an attack on the national literature. The attack is carried               
through the parodic use of Bialik’s poetry: its institution as a psychic and emotional              
foundation of the speaker and its subsequent presentation as false and misleading. 

IX. The Price of Noḥam 

In mourning, one is always compromised, always in danger of bad faith, of             
profiteering from the death of the other. One is at risk of performing the act of mourning                 
in order to serve one’s own narcissistic ends. The funeral oration itself is beset with bad                
faith and denial, as asking forgiveness of the dead is a performative act aimed at               
expiating guilt and camouflaging the fact that the dead can no longer forgive. Steinberg              
does not ask for forgiveness, makes no funeral oration, but rather settles for corrosive              
remorse. The national drama, as much as the erotic one, always involves a choice for               
him, a choice that is translated into betrayal and entails a terrible loss. It is this loss that                  
constructs and determines the value of what was gained. When the poem “Mas’a             
Avisholem” is read through the prism of Steinberg’s own Yiddish poetry it becomes clear              
that it is the renunciation of Yiddish expressed in the poem that generates the              
melancholic gaze. The engagement with Rusland demonstrates that the ironic,          
sharp-eyed and sharp-tongued, indifferent Yiddishist persona had to be left behind, not            
because he was a failed experiment but, quite the contrary, because he was such a               
successful one, whose sharp vision was too threatening for Steinberg to sustain in             
Hebrew. The joint effect of the crude use of Bialik’s poetic world and word alongside the                

ִגילֹו,79 ִלְבֵני וְִיָּצֶמד / ָהֶעֶלם ַּגם ִהְתַנֵער ָאז / ַהֹּבֶקר, ִעם וְֵיָאֶלם / ָהַאֲחרֹון ֱאֹלִהים ֶרֶטט / ַּבֲחַׁשאי ַהַּלְיָלה ָּכל ָרַעד / ַהָּפרֶֹכת ִקְמֵטי                           ּוֵבין
 / ַאְך ְּבֵצאתֹו ִמן ַהַּבִית / ְּדַבק ֵאָליו ָלעֹוָלִמים / ֵריַח ַּדק ֶׁשל ְקֻדָּׁשה ֵמָתה

And between the folds of the curtain / all night a last tremor of god / in secret trembled / and with                      
morning went silent / then the youth shook himself / and joined his fellow youngsters / but upon leaving                   
the house / a faint smell of dead sanctity / was attached to him for eternity. (Steinberg, Kol kitvei Yaakov                    
Shtaynberg, 34.) 
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exposure of Avisholem’s roots in the speaker of “Di troyerike libe” shows how             
impoverished the new Zionist persona is when it is reduced to nothing but the              
nationalist urge. The poetic development of the epic poem “Mas’a Avisholem” does not             
succeed in justifying the immigration to Palestine. The renewed contact with the divine,             
which justifies the national project, will appear in Steinberg’s later poetry through the             
religious-redemptive practice of poetic labor, as the fusion between the language, the            
land, and the past through remorse, “noḥam.” Steinberg puts Avisholem behind him, his             
European longings and misgivings as well as the different futures and utopias he             
represented, which were still possible in Europe but now void because of this act of will,                
this choice of Zionism. The sacrifice of Avisholem was necessary so that the ascetic              
jeweler-poet could take the stage.  

Even so, this sacrifice is not shown in a redemptive light. Steinberg creates in              
“Mas’a Avisholem” a dramatic scene that accentuates what Bialik tries to smooth over.             
Bialik tries to lock the dead in place, so to speak, to take care of the funeral                 
arrangements and dispose of the corpse in the most convenient and productive way             
possible, while promising a sort of rebirth or afterlife. Steinberg, on the other hand, puts               
up a spectacle—where his dead Yiddishist self is not reborn in Hebrew nor is he by any                 
means disposed of. Avisholem, much like the unnamed speakers of Rusland and “Di             
troyerike libe,” rests at the bottom of everything, a reminder of guilt that draws the               
poetic gaze. The melancholic gaze cannot help but see that this sacrifice might be              
construed as necessary but it is still untimely, sorrowful, and ultimately unsuccessful. 
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